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R
ich Mullins’ song, “Peace of Christ” (see inside front cover) really helped me 

unpack the concept of communion in a new way� I’d never related “peace” 

with the “pieces” of bread we use for communion� As I grew up, communion 

was centered almost exclusively on Christ’s suffering� I didn’t connect it to a time  

for peace�

Additionally, communion was taught in my local congregation as an individual 

act rather than a community event� This song became one of my favorites for 

personal worship as I walked alone in solitude� The more I listened to the lyrics, 

however, they began to change my theology� 

Jesus desires and promises abundant life for his followers� Abundant life requires 

—at some level—a peace ��� a contentment ��� a calmness� This is not something 

granted in a moment without any work on our part� As a matter of fact, we have 

a significant role to play in the discovery and keeping of peace� 

This lesson focuses not on a peace of international negotiations, a peace of 

therapeutic processing, or a peace of politics� Rather, this lesson focuses on 

a peace of the Christ—Jesus� 

Make a list of three things you will face without control and without  

inner peace. 

1�  

2�  

3�  

Take time to meditate on the reality that you cannot control these things 

and need to surrender to God in faith� 

Write down—with regard to these three things—how you can demonstrate 

a peaceful approach to each of these� (i�e�, I can’t control the pandemic,  

but I can control my exposure to it or reaction to it)� 

1�   

 

2�   

 

3�   

 

Write down a paragraph or two about how you intend to pursue peace 
this week through your actions, responses, and reflections (of faith in Christ). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sermon Notes:

1� Faith and peace are                � People who don’t have faith  

are left with         of      to find peace� 

2� This is impossible to    ,    , or  

    to others�

3� When we have faith in God through Jesus Christ, we have: 

a)  A reason to feel peace in the midst of    � 

b)  A right to    peace as a     of Christ�  

c)  A need to    peace as a               of Christ�

A Peace OF Christ
John 14:1-26 

(and especially 26)

Personal Pursuit & Practice of Peace k


